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Abstract  
Frames have become the focus of active research, both in theory and in applications. The notion of a generalized 
multiresolution structure  of L2(R) is formulated. The definition of dual multiple frames for subspaces of L2(R) is 
proposed. The construction of a generalralized multiresolution structure (GMS) of  Paley-Wiener subspaces of L2(R) 
is investigated. The sufficient condition for the existence of multiple pseudoframes for subspaces of L2(R)  is 
obtained based on such a GMS. A sufficient condition on the existence of dual multiple pseodoframes is presented by 
means of paraunitary vector filter bank theory. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of [name organizer] 
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1.Introduction 
Wavelet analysis has been applied to signal  processing, image compression, and so on. The 
motivation for this paper comes from several constructions of wavelet decompositions for subdivision 
surfaces. Sampling theorems play a basic role in digital signal processing. They ensure that continuous 
signals can be processed by their discrete samples.Frames for a separable Hilbert space were formally 
defined by Duffin and Schaeffer [1] in 1952 to study some deep problems in nonharmonic Fourier series. 
Basically, Duffin and Schaeffer abstracted the fundamental noti-on of Gabor for studying signal 
processing [2]. Existing algorithms make use of wavelet decompositions on regular meshes whose 
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wavelet atoms have good time–frequency localization and are sufficiently smooth. For proper 
modifications of such decomposition/reconstruction algorithms to semi-regular meshes which contain 
irregular vertices. Such modifications lead to two partially unresolved problems. First, in order to obtain 
the perfect reconstruction of dual multiple pseodoframes, a biorthogonal mask is required for the 
decomposition algorithm in addition to the given mask  of the subdivision scheme. Instead of the explicit 
construction of the biorthogonal mask (even in the regular case), the new low-band coefficients, in each 
decomposition step, are computed numerically by solvinga sparse linear system. Secondly, the question 
of stability  of the wavelet decomposition. These ideas did not seem to generate much general interest 
outside of nonharmonic Fourier series however (see Young's [3]) until the landmark paper of 
Daubechies, Grossmann, and Meyer [4] in 1986. After this groundbreaking work, the theory of frames 
began to be more widely studied both in theory and in applications [5-7], such as signal processing, 
image processing 
, data compression and sampling theory. This article is morivated from the observation that standard 
methods in sampling theory examples of multiresolution structure which are not FMRAs. Inspired by [5] 
and [7], we introduce the notion of a Generalized Multiresolution Structure of 2 ( )L R . We obtain that the 
GMS has a pyramid decomposition scheme and obiain a frame-like decomposition based on such a GMS. 
It also lead to noval constructions of affine frames of 2 ( )L R .
Suppose H  is a separable Hilbert space. We recall that a sequence { , }n n Z H  is a frame 






d d  ¦ = = ==  .       (1)
A sequence 
{ , }n n Z V  is a Bessel sequence if only the upper inequaliry of (1) holds. If 
only for all
{ , }n n Z H  : , the upper inequality of (1) follows the sequence{ }n H is a 
Bessel sequence with respect to (w.r.t.) : . If { }n H  is a frame there exist a dual frame 
{ , }n n Z H
  
such that 
* *, , ,v v v v
v v
f f f f :   ¦ ¦     .   (2)
The Fourier transform of an integrable function 2( ) ( )t L R\  1 ( )L R is defined by  
l 2( )( ) ( ) ( ) it
R
F t e dtS Z\ Z \ Z \   ³
For a sequence 2{ ( )} ( )c c k Z  A we define the discrete-time Fourier tramsfo-rm as the function 
in 2 (0,1)L given by  2( )( ) ( ) ( ) in
n Z
Fc C c n e S ZZ Z 

  ¦ .Note that the discrere-time Fourier 
transform is 1-periodic. T-he following example gives frame-like decompositons for a subspace that are 
not frames. Let { }n
  be a Riesz basis for a unique (biorthogonal) dual sequence 0{ }n :  such that 
0
,,n k n kG
 !   , ,n k Z  and 0 0, , ,v v v v
v Z v Z
g g g g 
 
:   ¦ ¦   
In the context of biorthogonal bases within H , this is usually the end of it. However,  choose now a 
function nf
A' : V , and let 0n n n  '   .It obviously follows that  
0 0
,, , , 0n v n n v n v n vG
    '           , and for 
all ,[ : 0 0, ,v v v v v
v Z v Z
g g g
 
  '  ¦ ¦     . The conclusion is that there  are infinitely 
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many biorthogonal duals{ }v to a biorthogonal basis { }v
 of subspace : , so long if { }v is allowed 
to go beyond : . To use the sequence { }v to go beyond the subspaceӨ.Then it is necessary to 
introduce the notion of a generalized multiresolution structure. 
2.General multiresolution structure
Let {1, 2, }u/  "  be a finite index set and 2 ,a u Zd  be constant integer. We consider the case of 
multiple generators, which yield dual frames for subspaces of 2 ( )L R .
Definition 1. Let { }v jT g and { }jvT g
 ( , )j u Z /  be two sequences in H , We say{ }v jT g forms a 
dual multiple pseudoframe for H:  with respect to (w.r.t.) { }jvT g
 , if
( ) , ( ) , ( )jvv j
j v Z
T gt t T g t
/ 
 b : b  b¦¦  .          (5) 
where we define a translation operator, ( ) ( ),vT h t h t v  ,v Z for any function ( )h t  2 ( )L R .
Definition 2. A Generalized multiresolution structure (GMS) { , , }jk jS h h
  is a sequence of closed linear 
subspaces { }kS of
2 ( )L R  and 2u elements 
2, ( )jj L R= = ( )j/ such that (a) 1k kS S  ; (b) 
2
, ( )
k kk Z k Z
S S L R
 
    *  ; (c) 2 ( )L R  if and only if 1( ) kDf x S  , where 1/ 2( ) 2 (2 )Df x f x , for 
2( ) ( )f x L R ; (d) 0( )f x S  implies 0( )f x v S  , for all v Z ; (e) { }v jT h forms a multiple 
pseudoframes for 0S  with respect to { }jvT h
 ,( )j v Z/  .
Remark: To commcnt on the generality of GMSs in Definition 2, we observe that if 
{ , },j
k
T h j k Z / and{ ,,
jk
T jh / }k Z are a pair of dual multiple frames of 0S  ,a GMS is simply a 
FMRA[4]Ιif { , },j
k
T h j k Z / is an esact frame of 0S  and if 0j S= ,then a GMS becomes an 
MRA, in which{ , },j
k
T h j k Z /  is the biorthogonal sequence to { , },j
k
T h j k Z / in 0S .
A necessary and sufficient condition for the construction of multiple dual pseudoframe for Paley-
Wiener subspaces of 
L2(R) is provided as follow. 
Theorem 1 [6] . Let 2 ( ) ( )jh L R j / be such that ˆ| | 0j != a.e. on a connected neighbourhood of 0 
in 1 12 2[ , ) , and ˆ| | 0j  = , a.e.,  otherwise. Define { :j JA RZ{  ˆ| | 0, }j c j Jt ! =  and
2
0 { ( ) ( ) :AS PW g t L R   lsupp( ) }g A . Then,   for 
2 ( ), { : ,kj jh L R T h j / }k Z is a 
multiple dual pseudoframe for 0S with respect to
{ , , }
k jT h j k Z/  if and only if 
ˆˆ ( ) ( ). ( ) ( ) . .,j J j j A Ah h a eZ Z F Z F Z¦   ΰ6α
where F/ is the characteristic function on A .  Moreover, if jh
~ˆ
are  also such that | | 0jh ! 0 a.e. on a 
connected Neighbourhood of 0 in 1 12 2[ . ), and 0|ˆ|  j=  a.e.otherwise, that (6) holds, 
then{ , , }k jT h j k Z/  and{ , , }jkT h j k Z/  area pair of commutative multiple dual pseudoframes 
for:  i,e., 
,<: ,j k z k j k jT T/ <  ¦ ¦ < = =
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= ,j k z k j k jT T/ ¦ ¦ b = =                  (7) 
Theorem 2. Let 2( ) ( , )ut L R C=  be a 5-coefficient finitely supported orthogonal vector-valued scaling 
functions satisfying the following refinement equation: 0 1 2( ) (4 ) (4 1) (4 4).t P t P t P t     = = = " =
Assume there exists an integer 3d d˜ ˜ , such that * 1 *(4 ( ) ) ( )uI P P P P
 ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜  is a positive definite 
matrix. Define ( 1,2)sQ s   to be two essentially distinct Hermitian matrice, which are all invertible and 
satisfy
2 * 1 *( ) [4 ( ) ] ( ) .s uQ I P P P P











B Q P j
s j
B Q P j
­  z°  ®    °¯
˜
˜
      (9) 
Then ( ) ( 1,2,3)sG t s  , defined by (10), are orthogonal vector-valued wavelets associated with ( )t= :
( ) ( ) ( )
0 1 4( ) (4 ) (4 1) (4 4)
s s s
sG t B t B t B t     = = " =        (10)
Proof.  For convenience, let 1 ˜ . By Lemma 2 of [], it suffices to show that ( ) ( )0 1{ , ,
s sB B
( ) ( ) ( )
2 3 4, , ,
s s sB B B 1,2,3}s  satisfy the following equations: 
( ) *
0 4( ) , 1,2,3,
sP B O s                                       (11) 
( ) *
4 0( ) , 1,2,3,
sP B O s                                       (12) 
( ) * ( ) * ( ) *
0 0 1 1 4 4( ) ( ) ( ) ,
s s sP B P B P B O    "            (13) 
( ) ( ) *
0 4( ) , , {1,2,3}
r sB B O r s  ,                            (14)
( ) ( ) * ( ) ( ) * ( ) ( ) *
0 0 1 1 4 4( ) ( ) ( ) 4 .
s s s s s s
uB B B B B B I    "  (15)                    
If ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0 1 2 3 4{ , , , , , 1,2,3}
s s s s sB B B B B s   are given by (9), then equations (11), (12) and (14) follow 
from (10). For the proof of (13) and (15), it follows from (10) that 
( ) * ( ) * ( ) * ( ) *
0 0 1 1 2 2 3 3( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
s s s sP B P B P B P B  
* * * * 1
0 0 2 2 3 3 1 1[ ( ) ( ) ( ) ] ( ) ( )s sP P P P P P Q P P Q
   
* * 1
1 1 1 1( ( ) ( ) )( ) .sP P P P B O
   
* * * *
0 0 1 1 2 2 3 3( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
s s s s s s s sB B B B B B B B  
* * 1 * * 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
{ ( ) [ ( ) ] [4 ( ) ] ( ) }( )
s u s
Q P P P P I P P P P Q   
* * 1
1 1 1 1{ ( ) 4 ( ) }( ) 4 .s u s uQ P P I P P Q I
    
So, (13), (15) follow. This completes the proof ofThm 2.          
Proposition 1[5]. Let{ }k jT = be a multiple pseudoframe for V0 with respect to{ }k jT = . Define SA by 
  2 0{ ( ) : ( / 2 ) },S f t L R f t S{   =AA A ,        (8) 
Then, : .{ }j k kA= is a pseudoframe for VA w. r. t. : .{ }j k kA= , where 
/ 2
: . 2 (2 )j k j t kI I{ 
A A
A ,
for   2 ( ).t L RI 
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Theorem 3[5].  Let )(
~
, 2 RLjj == have the properties specified in Theorem 1 such that (6) is satisfied. 
Assume VA  is defined by (8). Then { , , }jjVA = = forms a GMS. 
The familiar scaling relationships associated with MRAs between dilates of the 
function , ,j j/= as well as that of ,j j/= still hold in GMSs, Define filter functions 
jP Z˄ a˅nd i ( )jP Z by jP Z˄ =˅ ZSikj ekpZk
2)( ¦ and i 2( ) ( ) ikj k Z jP p k e
S ZZ  ¦  of the sequences 
{ ( )}jp k and { ( )},jp k j/  respectively, wherever the sum is defined. 
Proposition 2[6]. Let { ( )}jp k be such that (0) 2jP   and i ( ) 0jP Z z  in a neighborhood of 0. 
Assume also that i ( ) 0jP Z z .Then there exist 2 ( ),j L R j /= such that 
( ) 2 ( ) (4 ), .jj v Zt p v h t v j ¦  /=        (9)
Similarly, there exist r scaling relationships for j=
~
under the same conditions as that of jP Z˄ f˅or a 
seq. ( ), ,jP jZ / i.e.,
( ) 2 ( ) (2 ), .j v Z jt p v t v j ¦  / = =      (10) 
In terms of filters jP Z˄ a˅nd ijP Z˄ ,˅ j J ,Theorem 1 becomes the following: 
Proposition 3[6]. Suppose that jP Z˄ a˅nd ijP Z˄ g˅enerate j= and j=
~
as inequations (9) and (10), 
respectively, Assume jj ==
~
, have the properties specified in Theorem1, 
Then{ , ,k jT j k Z/ = }forms a multiple pseudoframe for 0V with respect to 
{ , , }k jT j k Z/ = if and only if  
i
/ 2 / 2( ) ( ) ( ) 4 ( ), . .,jj j A AP P a eZ Z F Z F Z/¦    (11) 
3.Multiple dual frames of space )(
2 RL
Definition 3. Let { jjeV ==
~
,, }be a given GMS, and let jM and ,j jM / be 2r (band-pass)functions 
in )(2 RL , We say{ , ,k j k jT T jM /= }forms a multiple pseudoframe for 1V w.r.t,
{ , ,k j k jT T jM / = }if for 1( )f t S  ,
( ) , ( ) , ( )k j k j k j k j
j k Z j k Z
f t f T T h t f T T tM M
/  / 
 ¦¦ ¦¦ = ,   (20) 
Accordingly,{ , , }k j k jT T jM / = is called a multiple dual pseudoframe to { , , }k j k jT T jM /=  in the 
sense of the above formula  (20). 
Proposition 4[6]. Let ^ `, ,j jSA = =  be a given GMS, and let { , , }k j k jT T jM / =  be a multiple 
pseudoframe for S1 w. r. t. { , , }k j k jT T jM /= . Then, for each ZA , the family of 
functions : , : ,{ , , }j k j k j JM A A=  forms a multiple dual pseudoframe for 1S A with respect to  i
: , : ,{ , , },j k j k jM  /A A= i.e. for ( )t*  1S A .
i
: ,: , : , : ,, , j kk j k j k j k
j k Z j k Z
T h M M
/  / 
*  *  *¦¦ ¦¦ AA A A=
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To characterize the condition for which { ,kT L= ,kT LM }L / forms a multiple pseudoframe for V1
with respect to ^ `, ,k kT TL LM L /= , we begin with developing the “wavelet equations” associated with 
“band-pass” functions ( )LM L /  and i ( )LM L /  based on a GMS, namely. 
2 ( ) (4 ), ,v Z q v h t vL LM L ¦  /    in L
2(R),          (21) 
and
i 2 ( ) (4 ),v Z q v t vL LM L ¦  /=  in L2(R),        (22) 
Proposition 5. Let ^ `( ),jq k j J be a Sequence such that  20 0jQ  and ( ) ( ),jQ L TZ f where
T=[0,1]. Let 2 ( )j L R= and be defined by (10). Assume that { ( ),jp k }j J  satisfy the conditions in 
Proposition 3. Then there exist 2 ( ),j L R j JM   generated from (22). 




( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2 4 2 4 2 4 4
jj j j jQ P Q
V
Z Z Z ZM Z
f
 
   =
Since ,jP j/ satisfy conditions in proposition 4,  ,j= j/ are in L
2(R).Since 
( ), ,j jQ L T j M
f /  defined by (23) are in L2(R).I is now sufficient to use Parseval’s Theorem and 
the inverse Fourier transform of (23) to obtain(21). Let ( )F Z be the characteristic function of the interval 
A defined in Proposition 1. We shall use the below l periodic function ( ) ( )A k A kZ F Z*  ¦  .
Theorem 4. Let A be the bandwidth of the subspace S0 defined in Theorem 1 ^ `, ,k j k jT T jM /=
forms a multiple dual pseudoframe for S1 w. r. t. ^ `, ,k j k jT T jM /= if and only if there exist functions 
jB and ^ `,jD j/ in L2([0,1] such that  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 4 ( );j J j j j j A AR P D QZ Z Z Z Z Z ª º *  *¬ ¼¦       (23.1) 
1 1
2 2( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 0.j J j j j jB P D QZ Z Z Z Z /ª º   *  ¬ ¼¦      (23.2) 
Proof.    Since the family  :1,{ }j n=  is complete when restricted to 1S ,equation (21) holds if and only if  
1,, , { , , ,n k j k j
j J K
n T T n
 =
 = b  b¦¦  = = = =
1, , , }k j k jT T nM M b = .                 (24) 
Define ( ) , ,j k jC k T b = ( ) , ,m k k b = , ( ) , , ,j k jg k T j J\ b   and denote by  
   1, 1,4 , , 4 , , ,k n k j nb n k T d n k T jM    / = = =
where the kn 2 indexing is easily verificable. Then, for ,=n equation (24) becomes 
  { ( ) ( 2 ) ( ) ( 2 )}.j j j j
j J K
m n C k b n k g k d n k
 =
   ¦¦
Implementing the Fourier transform,we arrive at   (4 ) ( ) (4 ) ( )j J j j J jM C B G DZ Z Z Z Z  ¦ ¦
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whe ( ) ( ), ( ) ( ),j jC Fc M FmZ Z Z Z  ( )jG Z  jFg ( ),j J are the discrere Fourier transform 
of { ( )},j jc c k { ( )}m m k and { ( )}j jg g k ( ),j/ respectively. Note that (19) and (23) also 
imply 0( ) ( 4 ) ( ),j n Z jc k p n k m n ¦  and    ( ) ( 4 ) ( ).j n Z jg k q n k m n ¦   And their discrete 
Fuorier transform are,respectively, 
1 1 1
4 4 4(4 ) { ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )},j j
j J
C M p M pZ Z Z Z Z

 ¦          (25) 
where j/ ,and
1 1 1
4 4 4(4 ) { ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )}.j j
j J
G M Q M QZ Z Z Z Z

 ¦           (26) 
Combining  (18), (19) and (20), we get that 
4 ( ) [ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )] ( )j J j j jM B p D D MZ Z Z Z Z Z ¦  
1 1 1
4 4 4[ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )] ( ).j J j j j jB p D Q MZ Z Z Z Z¦    
This relationship is to hold for all
1Vb . In Particular, For those 1Sb such that 
( ) ( 1/ 4) 0,M MZ Z    the relationship holds only if  
[ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )] ( ) 4 ( );j j j j A A
j
B p D QZ Z Z Z Z Z
/
¦  *  *
1 1
4 4[ ( )( ) ( ) ( )] ( ) 0j j j A
j
B D QZ Z Z Z Z
/
¦    *   .
The if part is clear.This establishes the result. 
4.Conclusion  
A class of affine dual multiple frames for the subspaces of 2 ( )L R   is characterized, and  a method 
for  constructing a GMS of Paley-Wiener subspaces of 2 ( )L R  presented. An algorithm for constructing a 
sort of orthogonal vector-valued wavelets with compact support is proposed 
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